
FRAME RIGIDITY Square aluminum frame ASTM B221, Alloy 6063, Temper T5 engineered for great 
strength to weight ratio.

MAINTENANCE-FREE Gates have welded corners and joints, no bolts to come loose.

ENGINEERED DESIGN Enclosed top track system eliminates debris collection & exposure to the elements.

WEAR RESISTANT SurTrac™ high carbon chromium steel roller assembly provides corrosion resistance 
and long life.

EASY INSTALLATION Adjustable truss rods allow for fine tuning of gate height in the field.

Traditionally, Anchor gates have been made to order to
meet the exacting demands of our customers. However,
there are times when fast delivery is required. To meet
your needs Master Halco is committed to ready stock our
6' high aluminum cantilever slide gates for 20', 24' and
30' gate openings. These gates can be fitted with barbed
wire kits and have the hardware mounting option for
manual or electric operation.

In-Stock Availability
For more than 40 years, Anchor has set the standard for
innovative cantilever slide gate design. Anchor developed the
first and most advanced enclosed track system, SurTrac™, a
system that allows for nearly effortless gate operation and
prevents premature gate wear. For added security, barbed wire
kits can be added to any gate. And if access control is
engineered into your gate plans, Anchor can handle that too.
Simply order your gate with an electric gate hardware kit.

Innovation, Quality, Experience

Now you can have the custom quality of an
Anchor Gate in days not weeks!

Anchor SurTrac™ Cantilever Slide Gates 
In-Stock Program



Slide Gate Features Gate Frame Design
A gate is the only moving part of a fence. Our more
than 40 years of gate building experience assures you
are getting the very best gate available on the
market. All Master Halco cantilever slide gates
carry a 5-year limited warranty against any defect in
material or workmanship.

Gates may be manually or electrically operated.

The one piece truck assembly is designed to provide
performance characteristics greater than any other on
the market. The 5/8" stainless steel truck bolt is rated
at 11,000 pounds, and the factory sealed and
permanently lubricated roller bearings are each rated at
4,500 pounds. These new truck assemblies have been
tested for over 40,000 cycles.

Guide rollers provide
tracking control to
maintain alignment

Double-sealed steel
bearings resist wear
and corrosion

Reinforced edge
increases strength
and durability

Integrated chain-link
fabric and framework
reduces lateral
deflection and improves
long span capabilities

Self-aligning bolt
for better load
distribution

Heavy-duty
pressed steel
one-piece roller
support bracket
utilizes dual
u-bolt to prevent
bracket creep

Adjustable guide
roller maintains
proper vertical
alignment
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881100 6' x 20', Right Slide
881200 6' x 20', Left Slide

881104 6' x 24', Right Slide
881204 6' x 24', Left Slide

881110 6' x 30', Right Slide
881210 6' x 30', Left Slide

B05737 Electric Gate Hardware Kit
B05739 Manual Gate Hardware Kit

701275 3 Bay Barbed-Wire Kit
701278 4 Bay Barbed-Wire Kit

PART HEIGHT, OPENING
NUMBER & SLIDE DIRECTION

1. Determine the opening size: 20', 24' or 30'? 

2. Determine the slide direction for gate opening: Right or Left?*

3. Order the appropriate hardware kit: Manual or Electric?

4. Select the barb-wire kit (optional). For 20' and 24', use P/N 701275.
For 30', use P/N 701278. 

5.  contact your local 
Master Halco branch. 

*Slide direction of gate based on view from the outside of the property looking in.

See ordering information table on right for part numbers.

5 Easy Steps to Order


